In order to secure the internet,

Cloud Security
is essential

Cloud security assessment services
that evaluate cloud programs to identify
risks and security gaps.
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Cloud Security
As companies move data and infrastructure into the cloud increasingly, cloud
security ﬁrms play apivotal role in helping to protect business-critical assets while
relieving IT security teams from the burden of managing cloud security.
Organizations that were once hesitant to accept cloud implementations due to
security issues are now rushing to take advantage of the cloud offers’ speed,
scalability and cost savings. But there are still many cloud security risks, and IT
security teams are struggling to protect cloud technology as quickly as users
embrace it.
The need to actively develop a cloud strategy that will balance risk and reward while
allowing the company to maximize the use of essential cloud services is even more
difﬁcult.
Cloud security ﬁrms can help by providing products and solutions that allow IT
departments to delegate cloud protection aspects to professional specialists. An
increasing number of companies in North America today turn to CybrHawk products
while evaluating cloud security companies.

CybrHawk
One of the leading cloud security companies in North America
CybrHawk is North America’s leading integrated cyber security services company and
one of the leading cloud protection companies in the industry. Through offering an
unprecedented depth and breadth of experience, skills and validated methodologies,
they help clients plan, build and run effective cyber security programs.
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Cloud Security Offerings
Cloud management tools are designed to develop strategies that help manage the
transition to the cloud effectively and reach people, processes and technologies.
Workshops on data safety with key stakeholders identifying cloud projects, setting
priorities, and aligning plans with business goals.
Cloud security assessment services that evaluate cloud programs to identify risks
and security gaps.
Software enforcement monitoring services that help broaden compliance measures t
o the software.

Advantages over other businesses in the cloud protection
Reduce the burden of cloud security management by leveraging a pool of security
experts with comprehensive cloud security experience in all aspects.
Use best practices to improve the approach of the cloud.
Securely transfer data to the cloud.
Secure business-critical resources in the cloud with the latest information on
vulnerability and enhanced visibility into the risks of cloud protection.
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